
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

GB USA ENGLISH

„PRIMOR-100“

1.  COMMENTS:



2. VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC SIGNALS:

3. ACCESS / LOCK UNITS:

4. ACCESS / LOCK UNITS USE:



5. ACCESS /LOCK UNITS PROGRAMMING:





Opening with delayed and authorized opening:

    Enter Your 6-digit code, i.e. code master.

    Wait for the time set for delayed opening.

    Start running the authorized opening time.

    Enter again, in the authorized opening time, your 6-digit
    code, respectively the Master code.

        Turn within 3 seconds the access/lock unit /handle
    clockwise into the position "open". The access / lock
    unit fastener is now open.

• Start of the delayed opening time running can be interrupted by pressing any key (wait for 10 seconds).
• Introduction of an invalid access code during the approval time running-in time interrupts the opening
procedure.
• Introduction of a valid access code during the delayed opening is validated as positive and has no effect.

Deleting delDeleting delayed time opening (program 9). The delayed
opening time can be removed only during approval:

Authorized opening time runs after deleting the last set delayed opening time.

    Enter Your 6-digit code, i.e. code master.

     Wait for the time set for delayed opening.

       Start running the authorized opening time.

    Keep the key "9" pressed until the red LED lamp illuminates
        continuously.

    Enter your 6-digit Master code, e.g.

    Delete the delayed opening set time.

    Delete the authorized opening set time.

    Delete again the delayed opening set time.

    Delete again the delayed opening set time.
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Opening with the immediate opening key:

The immediate opening code is thought to avoid delayed opening.
Immediate opening code is same as that of user 9. This user code, accordingly, must be
enabled. The code that is entered for the first time, may not be the same as that of user 9.

    Enter Your 6-digit code, i.e. code master.

    The delayed opening time is running.

        Enter your immediate opening 6-digit code, e.g.

    Turn within 3 seconds the access/lock unit /handle
    clockwise into the position "open". The access / lock unit
    fastener is now open.

Only the Master can activate/deactivate the all user codes.
If user codes are deactivated, the access /lock fastener can be opened only by using the Master code.

    Keep the key "2" pressed until the red LED lamp illuminates
        continuously.

    Enter your 6-digit Master code, e.g.

This functionality provides an overview of the number of free or already registered users.
The Master only can use this programming function.

    Keep the key "7" pressed until the red LED lamp illuminates
    continuously.

    Enter your 6-digit Master code, e.g.

        
                Enter the users PIN codes for verification, e.g. user 3, 5, 6

    End the checking operation.
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6. BLOCKING THE USER (PROGRAM 2):

7.  PRESENTATION / VERIFICATION OF USERS (PROGRAM 7):


